The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/ Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO:  XFCU-001

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - ARUN KUMAR

FATHER’S NAME: - LATE SHUKAN RAM


On: 24/01/2020  8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952  
Exchange Examination, 2020  
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017  

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/                                 Dated, Dhanbad   20.01.2020

ROLL NO:   XFCU-003

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - RAMESH WALIKAR

FATHER’S NAME: - LATE NANASAHEB WALIKAR

Is hereby authorised to appear at the Exchange examination- 2020 at Vikash Bhawan,  

On: 24/01/2020    8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following  
documents in ORIGINAL:

- Two passport size attested photographs.

Secretary,  
Board of Mining Examinations &  
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/ Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFCU-002

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - KISHORE KUMAR DOKUPARTHY

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI VENKATESWAR RAO


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note: This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952  
Exchange Examination, 2020  
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

**AUTHORISATION LETTER**

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/  Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020

ROLL NO:  XFCU-005

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - VIJAYANT MOHAN

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI MITHILES KUMAR SINGH


On: 24/01/2020  8:30 AM

Secretary,  
Board of Mining Examinations &  
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:-  This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/ Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFCU-004

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - SIDDHARTH KESHRI

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI KRISHNA PRASAD KESHRI


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/  Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020

ROLL NO:  XFCR-002

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - PRIYADARSHY

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI NIRMAL KUMAR


On: 24/01/2020  8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:
  • Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:  This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020
Under the Coal Mines Regulation, 2017

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020 Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFCR-001

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - BABU LAL KUMAWAT

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI MOTA RAM KUMAWAT


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/ Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFMU-003

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - KOTANA APPALA NAIDUU

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI KOTANA NARASAYYA


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952  
Exchange Examination, 2020  

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/                                          Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020

ROLL NO:  XFMU-005

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - S. NAGENDRAKUMAR

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI GURUSWAMY

Is hereby authorised to appear at the Exchange examination- 2020 at Vikash Bhawan, 

On: 24/01/2020       8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following 
documents in ORIGINAL:
  • Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020 / Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFMU-001

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - AVUNOORI RAJESHWAR RAO

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI NARENDER RAO


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/ Dated, Dhanbad 20.01.2020

ROLL NO: XFMU-006

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - VENKANNA BANOTHU

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI VEERANNA B


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952  
Exchange Examination, 2020  

**AUTHORISATION LETTER**

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/  
Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020  

ROLL NO:  XFMU-004  

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - NIRANJAN KUMAR  

FATHER’S NAME: - LATE RAJENDRA PRASAD  

Is hereby authorised to appear at the Exchange examination- 2020 at Vikash Bhawan,  

On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM  

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:  
- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.  

Secretary,  
Board of Mining Examinations &  
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),  

Note:- **This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.**
AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/                                          Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020

ROLL NO:    XFMU-002

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - K VENUGOPALA SWAMY

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI K RAMASWAMY


On: 24/01/2020 8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:
- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:-  This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.
The Mines Act, 1952
Exchange Examination, 2020

AUTHORISATION LETTER

No. Exam/Exchange/ 2020/                                         Dated, Dhanbad  20.01.2020

ROLL NO:  XFMR-001

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE: - KOMMIDI BHOOMA REDDY

FATHER’S NAME: - SHRI RAMAIAH


On:  24/01/2020  8:30 AM

To appear in the above examination the candidate is hereby informed to submit the following documents in ORIGINAL:

- Affidavit for examination purpose, in the format prescribed in DGMS website.
- Original Medical and Character certificate in prescribed format.
- Two attested passport size photographs.

Secretary,
Board of Mining Examinations &
Director of Mines Safety (Exam),

Note:- This is computer generated, physical signature is not required.